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Australia has been at the forefront of a shift in the worlds economic 
centre of gravity
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Australian two-way merchandise trade weights
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China will over time become a much large importer of agricultural 
commodities, including Grains
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• The Japanese experience suggests that as 
per capita income rises, imports for 
agricultural commodities will rise significantly

Japan - Agricultual Imports and GDP per capita
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• China is likely to follow the same pattern for 
the following reasons:
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• ANZ estimates show that the size of the 
population with an income level of USD7000 and 
above is around 130 million, already a sizable 
number
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• Emerging middle and upper income class will 
naturally demand high quality agricultural 
products  domestic supply will struggle to keep up
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• China will gradually experience a shortage of food. 
ANZ estimates the shortage could reach 260mn 
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Local production will not meet the surge in demand
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China - Agricultural Trade
(USD, bn)
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Recent import trends underline the 
hypothesis for significant rises in 
agricultural product demand
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The past 7 years have seen a degree of 
import substitution as government 
subsidies took effect, this is now reversing 

2010 is already suggesting this – e.g. 
Australian wheat exports to China 

China - Grain Production
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Desertification in China will exacerbate this trend 
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China is looking very actively outward to secure sources of supply
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• Government is concerned about the sustainability of supply • Government is concerned about the sustainability of supply 

• NDRC’s 5-year plan is directing Chinese companies to secure supply offshore

• Agriculture is the ‘next wave’ after the hard commodity surge of the last 18 months• Agriculture is the next wave  after the hard commodity surge of the last 18 months

• This may extend as far as farm-gate

Australia the largest destination for Chinese enterprises

Thank goodness for China as clouds return Thank goodness for China as clouds return 
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So what works in China (or elsewhere in Asia)?
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1 Aggregation and scale is important

• To some extent supports the status quo

• However there are ways for smaller players to succeed

2 Focus

• China is a fragmented market (as is Asia generally)

Local level governments can have exceptional power  • Local level governments can have exceptional power  

• Research

3 Invest heavily in relationships

• This is a multi-year process

• Understand the level of investment requiredq

• Be prepared to cut your losses  
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Some other pitfalls and opportunities
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1 Get your logistics right – estimated up to 1/10th of Chinese GDP is lost through logistic 
inefficiencies caused by fragmented markets, local protectionism, infrastructure

2 Product – what are its marketing advantages in the geography?

3 Be wary of JV’s. You may find you are still negotiating terms right up to the conclusion of 3 y y y g g g p
the contractual term!
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Some China myths worth busting…or confirming
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MYTH: Foreign companies don’t make money in China

Wins from WTO - substantial convergence in how foreign and domestic business are treated 

Complexity of doing business and obtaining approvals has improved 

MYTH: There are 1.3 billion consumers in China

There is a large and growing middle class of 250 million, growing at 20-30 million p.a

China’s market is regionalised – in climate, consumption patterns, infrastructure, logistics systems, 
role of governments – and this cannot be ignored 

There can be issues at provincial level that will see local companies protected
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Some China myths worth busting…or confirming
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MYTH: My uncle’s wife’s first cousin is married to the Party 
Secretary – I have all the connections I need

‘Guanxi’ and connections are important in China 

Relationships need to be built by the people doing the business  at all levels - just focusing at the top Relationships need to be built by the people doing the business, at all levels just focusing at the top 
won’t work

Relationships will not turn ordinary deals into good deals – good business habits are relevant globally

MYTH: Business is done differently in China – more focus on 
“Guanxi”, less on governanceGuanxi , less on governance

Undertaking thorough due diligence is critical to your success in China – potential partners, 
clients, the actual deal, etc.

Getting legal structures right is vital – tap the foreign and domestic firms to assist
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Some China myths worth busting…or confirming
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MYTH: The Chinese are patient and always take a long term view

When to think like the tortoise…

Be patient in the preparation work, establishing contacts, undertaking research and due diligence 

Negotiations can be long, and might not be quite finalised when you think they have beeng g, g q y y

When to think like the hare…

Once you have commenced, no one is patient - staff want quick advancement, partners want new 
businesses, fast growth

With the speed of market change everyone needs to be nimble and flexible
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THANK YOU


